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DECISIONS OF THE INDEX COMMITTEE IN THE MEETING OF SEPTEMBER 9 
 

 
Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB) informs that on September 9, 2019, the quarterly meeting of the BVB Index 
Committee ("CI") took place. BVB Index Committee decided the following: 

 

1. To maintain unchanged the composition of the following indices: BET, BET-TR, BET-FI and BET-NG. 

2. For BET-XT and BET-XT-TR indices: 

a) To maintain unchanged the composition of the indices; 

b) To include on the Watchlist the following companies: TURBOMECANICA S.A. (symbol TBM, ISIN 
ROTBMBACNOR9) and ANTIBIOTICE S.A. (symbol ATB, ISIN ROATBIACNOR9). 

3. For BET-BK index: 

a) To change the index composition, as follows: 

- inclusion: COMPA S.A. (symbol CMP, ISIN ROCMPSACNOR9); 

- exclusion: ANTIBIOTICE S.A. (symbol ATB, ISIN ROATBIACNOR9); 

b) To include on the Watchlist the following company: TURBOMECANICA S.A. (symbol TBM, ISIN 
ROTBMBACNOR9). 
 

4. To change the composition of BET Plus index, as follows: 

- inclusion: AAGES S.A. (symbol AAG, ISIN ROAAGEACNOR7), PREBET SA (symbol PREB, 
ISIN ROPREBACNOR0); 

- exclusion: ZENTIVA SA (symbol SCD, ISIN ROSCDBACNOR8), ALUMIL ROM INDUSTRY SA 
(symbol ALU, ISIN ROALUMACNOR8). 

The weights of the indices’ components, i.e. the free-float factors (FF), the representation factors (FR) and the price 
correction factors (FCi), will be determined based on the number of shares and closing prices registered at the end of 
the trading session of September 13, 2019. 

The new structures of BVB indices will be announced at the end of September 13, 2019, and will become effective as 
of September 23, 2019. 
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